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Abstract 

In fall 2019, I designed and implemented a new method to teach Corporate Finance. The textbook 

used is Corporate Finance by Welch (4th ed., 2017) and the computational tool is Excel. Those 

supporting materials include: 15 weeks’ extra explanations, over 500 data sets, several efficient 

ways to download data or get data to Excel directly, 7 data cases, over 80 VBAs and Macros for 

students to copy-and-paste (neither VBA nor Macro was taught), several dozen YouTube videos, 

reference links, instant show of over 40 financial formulae, paperless midterm and final, pre 

midterm review, several dozen in-class exercises and close to 40 topics for a good term project.  

The beauty of my approach is that users, including both students and potential  instructors, do not 

need to have any prior knowledge related to R. Literately, my students are responsible for just one-

line R code. For this line, they could simply copy-and-paste. By the way, R is open-source free 

software.  

JEC code: A2, I22, G00 
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1 Department of Economics and Finance, Canisius College, Buffalo, NY, yany@canisius.edu. I thank Prof. Welch 

for offering a wonderful free textbook and linking my webpage, http://datayyy.com/cfe/, with his, http://book.ivo-

welch.info/home/. 

mailto:yany@canisius.edu
http://datayyy.com/cfe/
http://book.ivo-welch.info/home/
http://book.ivo-welch.info/home/
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Before diving into the details of my new approach, let me share my personal story on how all those 

started in the first place. Not long after I joined Canisius College in 2013, one of my colleges retired. I took 

over one of his courses called “Financial Modeling using Excel”.  Since I had taught this course over a 

dozen times at other schools, I naturally adopted the same textbook and syllabus. The textbook I used is 

“Financial Modeling” by Benninga (3rd ed., 2008). However, after two weeks’ teaching, I realized that 

there was a big gap between the minimum requirement of the textbook and the average quality of my 

students. There was no way I could continue to use that textbook. This left me no choice but discard the 

textbook and started write my own lecture notes. Eventually, I wrote all the chapters myself. It was not an 

easy task for me to write a chapter and teach it immediately.  

One day, a ‘great’ idea stroke me: why not use my programming skills to help my students to learn 

Excel? To be specific, the main idea is how about writing some programs in R to help my students to learn 

Excel? The basic design is that the new method would not require users has any knowledge of R. Since 

2014, I started to write various R programs to help my students to learn Excel. The main features include: 

extra explanations for each chapter, over several hundred data sets, several efficient ways to download data 

or get data to Excel directly, several data cases, over 6 dozens VBAs and Macros for students to copy-and-

paste, several dozen YouTube videos, reference links, instant show of over 50 financial formulae, paperless 

midterm and final, pre midterm review, several dozen in-class exercises and close to 40 topics for a good 

term project.  Even many VBA and Macro are available, I will not teach how to write VBA nor Macro in 

in any of my finance course. The logic is very simple: now worth it since R is a much better choice than 

VBA and Macros.  

Students benefit greatly from my new approach. For example, one of the mid-term is “Download 

Fama-Frech monthly factors and estimate Sharpe Ratio for three portfolios: Market, SMB and HML. Which 

one is the best”. To get the data, it takes just 3 second. After 5-year continuous improvement and encouraged 

by the warm feedbacks from my students, over the times I have applied the same method to all my finance 

courses, such as Portfolio Analysis, Options and Futures, Business Analytics, Financial Data Analytics 
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using SAS and Financial Modeling using R.  Naturally, it could be applied to Corporate Finance. In the fall 

2019, one of my colleagues was on leave. Literately, I took over all of her three courses including Corporate 

Finance. I had taught Corporate Finance many times before using the conventional method. This is the 

perfect time for me to apply my new method to teach Corporate Finance. The adopted textbook is Corporate 

Finance, 4th edition, Welch, 2017. It is a good textbook. Another added advantage is that students could 

download all chapters free from Professor Welch’s website. 2 

The paper was organized in the following way. Section 2 explains steps of downloading and 

installing R software. Again, R is free computational software. In addition, a Youtube link is offered on 

how to install R with Windows. Section 3 lists 15 lines corresponding to 15 weeks lectures. The next section 

explains why a potential instructor could offer his/her students just one-line R code instead of 15 lines. 

Section 4 uses chapter 1 as an example showing how extra explanations were offered. Hands-on experience 

is the first priority for my teaching. For this very reason, several ways to download data or getting data to 

Excel is the major contribution of the new method. Section 5 explains the sub menu called .getdata. 

Section 6 explains the major utility functions included in a sub menu called utility, .uu. Section 7 discusses 

in-class exercises since for each lecture I will have at least in-class exercise. Section 8 explains how to use 

copy-and-paste method to deal with over 80 VBAs and Macros. Again, VBA and Macro will not be taught 

in this course. I only spend less than 5 minutes explain general procedure on how to copy-and-pate a VBA 

or a Macro. Over the whole semester, I show several times how to copy-and-paste various VBAs or Macros 

then use them. Sections 9 and 10 explain data cases and term projects, separately. Section 11 demonstrates  

how to show a formula instantly on a student’s screen and the last section concludes.  

2. R INSTALLATION, LAUNCHING AND QUITTING IT 

To install R, we have the following simple steps.  

Step 1: go to http://r-project.org 

                                                           
2 http://book.ivo-welch.info/home/ 
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Step 2: click 'Download' on the left-hand side 

Step 3: choose a location near to you 

Step 4: download appropriate software  

The whole process takes about 5 minutes. For my first lecture, I always show students a 5-minute 

video on how to download R,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoPJGmpYJzw. To launch it, just click 

related program, the following image would appear.  

 

There are three ways to quit R. According to the above image, the first way it to type q(), shown 

below.  

 

The question of “Save workspace image?” shown above, actually means “want to save your 

variables, programs and other stuff?” For most of my finance courses, I tell my students simply 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoPJGmpYJzw
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answer “No”. The second way to quite is to click the red x on right top and the third way to quite is to click 

“File” on the menu bar, then choose “Exit”, shown below.  

 

3. ONE LINE VS. FIFTEEN LINES  

For each course, I offer just one line of R code. For this one, an example is offered below.  

> source("http://datayyy.com/cfe.R") 

After hit the ender key, the following image would show.  

 

Later in the paper, I explain more about the contents. Since we have 15 weeks in the US, we could 

end up with different contents for each week. Therefor, we have the following 15 lines.  

  source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week1.R") 
 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week2.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week3.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week4.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week5.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week6.R") 
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 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week7.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week8.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week9.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week10.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week11.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week12.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week13.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week14.R") 

 source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week15.R") 

For my teaching, I give students just one line of R code. One example is given below.  

source("http://canisius.edu/~yany/cfe.R") 

For the first week, the above file contains just the following line.  

source("http://datayyy.com/cfe/week1.R") 

For the next week, I simply replace week1.R with week2.R. For other weeks, I adjust my one-line 

code accordingly.  

4. SIMILAR OR EXTRA EXPLANATIONS FOR EACH CHAPTER 

For each chapter, many extra explanations are offered. For example, to see the extra explanations 

for chapter 1, we simply .c1.  Note that there is a dot infront of c1.  
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According to the last two lines shown above, we know how to find individual explanation. For 

example, for the first explanation, we type .c1(1), shown below.  

 

Since the textbook by Welch could be viewed online, i.e., it is free, I generated a function called 

.downloadChapter. By typing this function’s name, we could find its usages, shown below.  

 

The short-cut of this function is .dc. For example, to download the first chapter, we type .dc(1), 

shown below.  
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 The message tells us the chap01.pdf was downloaded to c:/temp/. For other chapters, we have the 

same structure, shown below for the second chapter.  

 

.5. GETTING DATA 

The most important contribution or one of the important features of my method is how to get data.  

In total, we have over 500 data sets available in the form of CSV, Excel or text. Starting from week 2, 

students could download various data sets efficiently.  Over the semester, getting data menu would have 

more and more entries. To show the menu, we simply type .getdata, shown below.  
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All functions are designed the same way, i.e., self-exoplanetary.  To know the usage of a specific 

function, we simply type its name. After typing .show_usGDPannual, we could see the following image.  

 

To get all data, the input is zero, shown below  
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Then after launch, we paste our data here, shown below.  

 

Three functions related accounting are .getBS10 (for annual Balance-Sheet, limited to 10 

companies), .getIS10 (for annual Income Statement, limited to 10 companies) and .getCF10 (annual Cash 

Flow, limited to 10 companies). More importantly I have generate four functions: .search, .data2Excel, 

.download2cTemp and .showHTTPlink, see below.  
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To make it more eye-catching, those four functions are arranged into three groups: .search vs. 

.data2Excel, search vs. .download2cTemp and .search vs. .showHTTPlink. The .search function 

appears three times to emphasize its importance. Typing its name, we could see its usages, shown below.  

 

For this function, there are two types of inputs: an integer or a phrase. To view the first two lines, 

we type .search() or .serarch(2) since the default value is 2. On the other hand, to see the last two 

observations, we simply enter -2, shown below.  

 

For the second method, we enter the part of a data set name in a pair of single or double quotation 

marks. To view the Fama-French 3-factor data, we type .search(‘ff3m’), shown below.  
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From the above output, 17 is data ID for ff3Monthly.csv. To get data to Excel directly or download 

a specific data set efficiently, three functions available. The first one is called .data2Excel. The function has 

one input variable of data ID. For the monthly Fama-Fench time serids its ID is 17, shown below.  

 

Based on the instruction, we simply launch Excel and pate our data there.  

 

The second function called .download2cTemp() with an input data set ID, shown below.  

 

The third is called .showHTTPlink with the same data set ID, shown below.  

 

Based on my teaching experience, the last function was designed especially for the Mac users.  

6. UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
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Actually, .getdata is a sub-men for utility functions. After typing .uu, we could see all utility 

functions. Note that for each week, the contents of the utility menus are different. For the last several weeks, 

a complete list is given below.  

 

 In the next few sections, we will discuss several submenu in more detail.  

7. IN-CLASS EXERCISES 

For each lecture, I give student one or two in-class exercises since hands-on experience is so import 

in today’s teaching. To view the current in-class exercises, we simply type .ice, a short-cut for he 

.inClassEx function. For different week, the lengths of in-class exercises re different. For week 4, after 

typing .ice, the following image would show.  
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To see the number 10, we simply type .ice(10), shown below.  
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8. VBA AND MACRO  

Even we don’t teach VBA nor Macros for Corporate Finance, I do feel that spend just 5 minute to 

teach my students on how to copy-and-paste others’ VBA or Macro are really worthwhile. After typing 

.vba, we would see the following image.  

 

Let’s look at one simple one first. Doubling an input value could be viewed as the simplest one. 

Type ,vba(4), we could see the following output.  
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The above explanation offers a clear instruction on how to copy-and-paste this macro. If students 

are shown  by an instructor a few times, then they would master this simple copy-and-paste method. When 

estimate standard deviation, both positive and negative deviations from means are consented. Since we, in 

finance, use standard deviation to measure total risk. Obviously, it is not correct to treat positive deviation 

as risk.  Because of this researchers developed so called LPSD (Lower Partial Standard Deviation). Assume 

that we have n returns, LPSD is estimate by using the following formula.  

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐷 =
∑ (𝑅𝑖−𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘)2𝑛

𝑖

𝑛−1
       𝑅𝑖 < 𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘       (1) 

Where Rbenchmark is an benchmark return. For example, we can use Rf (risk-free) rate as a 

benchmark. Type .vba(26), we would get the following instruction.  
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For most VBAs, three are two functions. The second one shows us how to use it, see the above 

example.  

Similarly, typing .macro, we would see the following list.  
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9. DATA CASES 

Over the years, I have found that doing data cases are much better than asking students doing the 

end of chapter exercises. For this very reason, I have designed a few data cases. The first one is shown 

below.  
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For those data cases, students could form a small group, maximum three members to finish.  

10. TERM PROJECTS 

 Applying what they learn to a good term project would offer students the upmost satisfaction. It is 

a good check for their learning results. Typing .c30 (or .tp), we would see the following list.  
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The first one is the requirement of a term project. Usually after mid-term, I will stop give students 

any assignment, homework or data cases. Instead, I will explain one or two term project topic during each 

lecture to help students choose an appropriate topic. One of most frequently chosen topics is Retirement 

Calculator, show below.  
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11. FORMULAE SHOWN ON OUR SCREENS 

 For finance, we have many formulae, such as present value of one future cash flow, present value 

of annuity, present value of perpetuity, future value of one present value, and the like. In order to show all 

those formula instantly on students’ screen, I have designed a function called .formula. To separate this 

from the rest of the course, students have to issue another R command, shown below.  
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 Based on the above the hint, we type .formula. After hitting the Enter-key, we could see the list 

shown below.  

 

 One issue is that students have to install an R package called png. There are three ways to install 

this R package. The easiest way is to use the install.packages() function.  

 > install.packages('png') 

 For instance, after typing .formula(2), we could see the following image.  

 

12. FUNS  
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 It is always a good idea to show students some funs generated by using R programming. Typing 

.fun, we would see the following menu.  

 

13. CONCLUSIONS  

 In this paper, I showed a new method to teach Corporate Finance. The textbook used is Corporate 

Finance by Welch (4th ed., 2017) and the computational tool is Excel. Those supporting materials include: 

15 weeks’ extra explanations, over 500 data sets, several efficient ways to download data or get data to 

Excel directly, 7 data cases, over 80 VBAs and Macros for students to copy-and-paste (neither VBA nor 

Macro was taught), several dozen YouTube videos, reference links, instant show of over 50 financial 

formulae, paperless midterm and final, pre midterm review, several dozen in-class exercises and close to 

70 topics for term projects.  The beauty of my approach is that users, including both students and potential  

instructors, do not need to have any prior knowledge related to R. Literately, my students are responsible 

just one-line R code. For this line, they could simply copy-and-paste it to the R console. By the way, R is 

open-source free software. 
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 R is open source software. Thus, all programs written in R are open to users. This is true for the 

programs written by me. Any potential instructors who understand R well could modify my programs 

according to their own needs. Two examples, called .rateYan() and .search() functions are given in 

Appendices A and B.  The first function is used to convert various effective rate. For example, for a given 

APR (Annual Percentage Rate) of 10% compounded semi-annually, what are the effective annual rate and 

effective monthly rate? To estimate EAR (Effective Annual Rate), we could apply the Excel Effect() 

function. However, this is no Excel function to estimate Effective Monthly/weekly/daily rates. This 

function solvers this issue. The .search() function is one of the major functions to get data to Excel 

efficiently. The key output is the Data ID which will be used for three functions:  .data2Excel(), 

.download2cTemp() and .showHTTTlink().  
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Appendix A: Open-source R function called .rateYan 

.rateYan<-function(APR,method){ 

"Objective   : from one APR to another APR and effective rate 

         APR : value of the given Annual Percentage Rate 

      method : Converting method, e.g., 's2a', 's2q', 's2c'  

               a for annual,  s for semi-annual,    q for quarterly          

               m for monthly, d for daily,          c for continuously 

 Example 1: > .rateYan(0.1,'s2a') 

                                    Two rates 

              effective annual rate    0.1025 

              APR                      0.1025 

 Example 2: > .rateYan(0.1,'s2q') 

                                     Two rates 

          effective quarterly rate  0.02469508 

          APR                       0.09878031 

";.rateYan_(APR,method)} 

.rateYan_<-function(APR,rateA2rateB){ 

     r=rateA2rateB 

     if(nchar(r)!=3) stop("Wrong input for the 2nd variable") 

     if(substr(r,1,1)=='a')        {n_in=1 

     } else if(substr(r,1,1)=='s') {n_in=2 

     } else if(substr(r,1,1)=='q') {n_in=4 

     } else if(substr(r,1,1)=='m') {n_in=12 

     } else if(substr(r,1,1)=='d') {n_in=365  

     } else if(substr(r,1,1)=='c') {n_in=1  

     }else{ 

        return(-99) 

     } 

     if(substr(r,3,3)=='a')        {n_out=1; label='annual' 

     } else if(substr(r,3,3)=='s') {n_out=2;  label='semi-annual' 

     } else if(substr(r,3,3)=='q') {n_out=4;  label='quarterly' 

     } else if(substr(r,3,3)=='m') {n_out=12; label='monthly' 

     } else if(substr(r,3,3)=='d') {n_out=365;label='daily' 

     } else if(substr(r,3,3)=='c') {n_out=1;  label='continuously' 

     }else{ 

        print('check your 2nd input. Tt should be s2a, s2q, etc') 

        return(-99) 

     } 

     x=matrix(1,2) 

     n=n_in/n_out 

     if(substr(r,1,1)=='c') { 

         x[1,1]<-exp(APR)^(1/n_out)-1 

     } else{ 

          x[1,1]<-(1+APR/n_in)^n-1 

     } 

     if(substr(r,3,3)=='c') { 

         x[1,1]<-n_in*log(1+APR/n_in) 

     } 

     x[2,1]<-x[1,1]*n_out 

     rownames(x)=c(paste('effective',label,'rate'), 'APR') 

     colnames(x)<-"Two rates" 

     return(x) 

} 
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Appendix B: Detailed about a major function called .search 

.search<-function(n_or_name=2){ 

"Objective: find the DATA_ID for a specific data set  

   n_or_name: could be an integer or phrase  

              1) n> 0  -> show the first n lines (default is2) 

              2) n< 0  -> show the last n lines 

              3) phrase such as 'ff3m'  

          

 Example #1: > .search() 

                  DIR             NAME 

           1 data_csv   ^gspcDaily.csv 

           2 data_csv ^gspcMonthly.csv 

 

 Example #2: > .search(3) 

                 DIR             NAME 

          1 data_csv   ^gspcDaily.csv 

          2 data_csv ^gspcMonthly.csv 

          3 data_csv    aaplDaily.csv 

  

 Example #3: > .search(-2) 

                 DIR          NAME 

         547 doc_pdf  yan1page.pdf 

         548 doc_pdf yan1page2.pdf 

  

 Example #4: > .search('ff3m') 

                DIR            NAME 

       17  data_csv   ff3Monthly.csv  

       47  data_excel ff3Monthly.xlsx 

       226 data_txt   ff3Monthly.txt  

";.search_(n_or_name)} 

 .search_<-function(nOrName,data){ 

    .path3<-"http://datayyy.com/cfe/" 

    if(exists('.data508')==FALSE){ 

           .tempPath<-paste(.path3,"data508",".RData",sep='') 

           load(url(.tempPath)) 

          .data508<<-.x 

     } 

    if(typeof(nOrName)=="double"){ 

           .show_n_obs(.data508,nOrName) 

    }else{ 

         .a<-toupper(nOrName) 

         .b<-toupper(.data508$NAME) 

         .z<-.data508[grep(.a,.b),] 

         .z2<-format(.z, justify = "left") 

         # rownames(.z2)<-NULL 

         return(.z2) 

    } 

} 
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Appendix C: Contents for Chapters 3 and 4.  
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Appendix D: Contents for Chapters 5 and 6.  
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Appendix E: contents of chapters 7 and 8.  
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Appendix F: contents of chapters 9 and 10.  
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Appendix G: Contents of chapters 11 and 12.  
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Appendix H: Contents of chapters 14 and 15. 

 

 
 

 


